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We establish several theories of Kummer type in connection with the unit group scheme
of a group algebra, following a method presented by Serre in hGroupes algebriques et corps de
classesi. The argument is developed not only over a eld but also over a ring, as generally as
possible.
Introduction
The Kummer theory is an important item in the classical Galois theory to describe
explicitly cyclic extensions of a eld. Nowadays it is standard to deduce the Kummer
theory from Hilbert 90, applying the Galois cohomolgy theory to an exact sequence of
algebraic groups
0  ! n  ! Gm n ! Gm  ! 0:
However we have an elementary way to verify the Kummer theory by the Lagrange
resolvants. Serre [15, Ch.IV, 8] formulated this method, combining the normal basis
theorem and the unit group scheme of a group algebra.
In this article we established several theories of Kummer type after Serre while the
previous artilce [16] employed the Galois cohomology theory or the etale cohomology
theory.
In Section 1, we paraphrase the argument of Serre [15, Ch.IV, 8] in the framework
of the group scheme theory. The section is concluded by the following
Corollary 1.7. Let R be a ring, G an ane group scheme over R,   a constant nite
subgroup scheme of G and S=R be an unramied Galois extension with group   . If there
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exists a commutative diagram
 
i    ! U(  )??yo ??y
      ! G;
and S=R has a normal basis, then there exists a cartesian diagram
SpecS     ! G??y ??y
SpecR     ! G= :
(For the notation, see Section 1.) This assertion is a key of the argument developed in
the succeeding sections. We add there the following statement:
Let R be a ring, G an ane group scheme over R,   a constant nite subgroup
scheme of G and S=R the unramied Galois extension dened by a cartesian diagram
SpecS     ! G??y ??y
SpecR     ! G= :
If there there exists a commutative diagram
      ! G??yo ??y
 
i    ! U(  );
then the Galois extension S=R has a normal basis.
In Section 2, we treat
(1) the Kummer theory (Corollary 2.3);
(2) the Kummer-Artin-Schreier theory (Corollary 2.7);
(3) the Artin-Schreier theory (Corollary 2.10).
The argument for the Kummer theory is somewhat a repetition of Serre [15. Ch.VI, 9].
However we give a detailed account because a description of the most typical case will
be a suitable guide map of the argument.
In Section 3, after recalling the denition of several group schemes, we establish
(4) the twisted Kummer theory of odd degree (Corollary 3.6);
(5) the twisted Kummer theory of even degree (Corollary 3.11).
It would be worthwhile to note that a cyclic extension S=R of even degree obtained by
the twisted Kummer theory does not necessarily have a normal basis. The obstruction
is given by an element of order 2 in Pic(R).
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The article is concluded by
(6) the twisted Kummer-Artin-Schreier theory (Corollary 4.4)
in Section 4.
The author expresses his gratitude to Yukio Doi and Hiroshi Naruse for valuable
discussions. This work began with a conversation at a historic temple in the spring.
Notation
For a ring R, R denotes the multiplicative group of invertible elements of R.
For a scheme X and a commutative group scheme G over X, H(X;G) denotes
the cohomology group with respect to the fppf-topology. It is known that, if G is
smooth over X, the fppf-cohomology group coincides with the etale cohomology group
(Grothendieck [4], III.11.7).
List of group schemes
Ga;A the additive group scheme over A
Gm;A the multiplicative group scheme over A
n;A Ker[n : Gm;A ! Gm;A]
G() recalled in 1.2
U(  ) dened in 1.3
UB=A dened in 3.1
GB=A dened in 4.1
List of homomorphisms
() : G() ! Gm;A recalled in 1.2
l : U(  )B ! Gm;B dened in 2.1
1 : Gm;B ! U(  )B dened in 2.1
~ : U(  )B ! G() dened in 2.5
~ : G() ! U(  )B dened in 2.5
l : U(  )A !
Y
B=A
Gm;B dened in 3.2
" : U(  )A ! Gm;A dened in 3.2
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Gm;B ! UB=A A Gm;A dened in 3.10
~ : U(  )A ! GB=A dened in 4.2
~ : GB=A ! U(  )A dened in 4.2
1. Group schemes
We refer to [1] or [17] on formalisms of ane group schemes, Hopf algebras and the
cohomology with coecients in group schemes.
1.1. As usual we denote by Gm = SpecZ[U; 1=U ] and by Ga = SpecZ[T ] the multi-
plicative group scheme and the additive group scheme, respectively. The multiplication
is dened by U 7! U 
 U and the addition is dened by T 7! T 
 1 + 1
 T .
1.2. Let A be a ring and  2 A. We dene a group A-scheme G() by




(a) the multiplication: X 7! X 
 1 + 1
X + X 
X;
(b) the unit: X 7! 0;
(c) the inverse: X 7!   X
1 + X
.
Moreover, we dene a homomorphism of group A-schemes
() : G() = SpecA[T; 1
1 + X




U 7! 1 + X:
If  is invertible, then () is an isomorphism. On the other hand, if  = 0, then G()
is nothing but the additive group scheme Ga;A.
Hereafter we recall the argument of Serre [15, Ch.VI, 8] in terms of the group
scheme theory.
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1.3. Let   be a nite group. The functor R 7! R[  ] is represented by the ring scheme
A(  ) dened by
A(  ) = SpecZ[T ;  2   ]
with
(a) the addition: T 7! T 
 1 + 1
 T ;






U(  ) = SpecZ[T ;
1
 
;  2   ];
where   = det(T0) denotes the determinant of the matrix (T0);02  (the group
determinant of   ). Then U(  ) is an open subscheme of A(  ), and the functor   7!
R[  ] is represented by the group scheme U(  ).
We denote also by   , for the abbreviation, the constant group scheme dened by
  . More precisely,   = SpecZ  and the law of multiplication is dened by e 7!X
000=
e0 
 e00 . Here Z  denotes the functions from   to Z, and (e)2  is a basis of
Z  over Z dened by
e(0) =
8<:1 (0 = )0 (0 6= ):
The canonical injection   ! R[  ] is represented by the homomorphism of group
schemes i :   ! U(  ) dened by
T 7! e : Z[T ; 1
 
]! Z  :
It is readily seen that   ! U(  ) is a closed immersion. Moreover the right multiplica-
tion by  2   on U(  ) is dened by the automorphism  : T0 7! T0 1 of Z[T ; 1=  ].
If   = f1g, then U(  ) is nothing but the multiplicative group scheme Gm;Z =
SpecZ[U; 1=U ].
Terminology 1.4. Let R be a ring,   a nite group and S an R-algebra. We shall say
that:
(1) S=R is an unramied Galois extension with group   if SpecS has a structure of
right   -torsor over SpecR;
(2) an unramied Galois extension S=R with group   has a normal basis if there exists
s 2 S such that (s)2  is a basis of R-module S.
In particular, an unramied Galois extension S=R with group   is called an un-
ramied cyclic extension of degree n if   is a cyclic group of order n.
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Example 1.5. Let S = Z[T ; 1=  ;  2   ], and let R = S  denote the invariants in
S under the action of   . Then S=R is an unramied Galois extension with group   ,
and (T 1)2  is a nomal basis of the Galois extension S=R.
Proposition 1.6. Let R be a ring,   a nite group and S=R an unramied Galois
extension with group   . Then the Galois extension S=R has a normal basis if and only
if there exist morphisms SpecS ! U(  ) and SpecR! U(  )=  such that the diagram
SpecS     ! U(  )??y ??y
SpecR     ! U(  )= 
is cartesian.
Proof. Assume that the Galois extension S=R has a normal basis (s)2  . Put s = s
for each  2   . Then the determinant of the matrix (s0);02  is invertible in S since
SpecS is etale over SpecR. Hence a ring homomorphism ' : Z[T ; 1=  ]! S is dened
by T 7! s 1 . Moreover we obtain a cocartesian diagram
S
'      Z[T ; 1=  ]x?? x??
R      
'
Z[T ; 1=  ]  ;
noting that R = S  .
Corollary 1.7. Let R be a ring, G a ane group scheme and   a constant nite
subgroup scheme of G.
(1) Let S=R be a unramied Galois extension with group   . Assume that there exists a
commutative diagram
 
i    ! U(  )??yo ??y
      ! G:
Then, if the Galois extension S=R has a normal basis, there exist morphisms SpecS !
G and SpecR! G=  such that the diagram
SpecS     ! G??y ??y
SpecR     ! G= 
is cartesian.
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(2) Let S=R be the unramied Galois extension with group   dened by a cartesian
diagram
SpecS     ! G??y ??y
SpecR     ! G= :
Assume that there exists a commutative diagram
      ! G??yo ??y
 
i    ! U(  ):
Then the Galois extension S=R has a normal basis.
Proof. We obtain the rst assertion, combining two cartesian diagrams:
SpecS     ! U(  )     ! G??y ??y ??y
SpecR     ! U(  )=      ! G= :
Here the left square is given by Proposition 1.6, and the right square is deduced from
the assumption of (1).
On the other hand, we obtain the second assertion, combining two cartesian dia-
grams:
SpecS     ! G     ! U(  )??y ??y ??y
SpecR     ! G=      ! U(  )= :
Here the left square is deduced from the assumption of (2), and the right square is given
by Proposition 1.6.
Variant 1.8. Let R be a ring and   a nite group. Then the exact sequence
1  !    ! U(  )  ! U(  )=   ! 1
yields an exact sequence of pointed sets
U(  )(R)  ! (U(  )=  )(R)  ! H1(R;  )  ! H1(R;U(  ))
(cf. [1], Ch.III, 4.4). Proposition 1.6 asserts that an unramied Galois extension S=R
with group   has a normal basis if and only if the class [S] in H1(R;  ) is contained in
Ker[H1(R;  )! H1(R;U(  ))].
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Under the assumtion of 1.7(1), we obtain a commutative (up to sign) diagram with
exact rows
U(  )(R)     ! (U(  )=  )(R)     ! H1(R;  )     ! H1(R;U(  ))??y ??y ??yo ??y
G(R)     ! (G=  )(R)     ! H1(R;  )     ! H1(R;G):
Hence we obtain an implication
[S] 2 Ker[H1(R;  )! H1(R;U(  ))] ) [S] 2 Ker[H1(R;  )! H1(R;G)]:
On the other hand, under the assumtion of 1.7(2), we obtain a commutative (up
to sign) diagram with exact rows
G(R)     ! (G=  )(R)     ! H1(R;  )     ! H1(R;G)??y ??y ??yo ??y
U(  )(R)     ! (U(  )=  )(R)     ! H1(R;  )     ! H1(R;U(  )):
Hence we obtain an implication
[S] 2 Ker[H1(R;  )! H1(R;G)] ) [S] 2 Ker[H1(R;  )! H1(R;U(  ))]:
Remark 1.9. Let   be a nite group, R a ring and S=R an unramied Galois extension
with group   . The normal basis theorem asserts that, if R is a eld, the Galois extension
S=R has a normal basis. We can verify the normal basis theorem for any local ring R
by Nakayama's lemma.
2. Kummer, Kummer-Artin-Schreier and Artin-Schreier theories
Throughout the section, n denotes an integer  2 and   stands for a cyclic group
of order n. We put  = e2i=n and B = Z[].
First we paraphrase over Z the argument of Serre [15, Ch.VI, 9], adding a remark
on existence of a normal basis.
2.1. Fix a generator  of   . Then we have







T0 T1 T2 : : : Tn 1
T1 T2 T3 : : : T0






Tn 1 T0 T1 : : : Tn 1

:
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 Tj (0  k < n):









Let l :   ! C denote the character of   dened by l() = l. For a B-algebra
R, the character l induces a homomorphism l : R[  ] ! R, which is represented
by the homomorphism of group B-schemes l : U(  )B ! Gm;B . More precisely,
l : U(  )B = SpecB[T0; T1; : : : ; Tn 1;
1











]! B[T0; T1; : : : ; Tn 1; 1

]:
The homomorphism of group B-schemes
 = (0; 1; 2; : : : ; n 1) : U(  )B ! Gnm;B










; : : : ;
1
Un 1
]! B[T0; T1; : : : ; Tn 1; 1

] (0  l < n);





 klUk (0  l < n)
over B[1=n].
We dene a homomorphism of group B-schemes  : Gm;B ! Gnm;B by










] (0  l < n):







and 1 is a section of 1 : U(  )B[1=n] ! Gm;B[1=n]. Moreover we have a commutative
diagram of group B-schemes with exact rows
(1)
0     !       ! U(  )B     ! (U(  )=  )B     ! 0??y ??y1 ??y
0     ! n;B     ! Gm;B n    ! Gm;B     ! 0
and a commutative diagram of group B[1=n]-schemes with exact rows
(2)
0     ! n;B[1=n]     ! Gm;B[1=n] n    ! Gm;B[1=n]     ! 0??y ??y1 ??y
0     !       ! U(  )B[1=n]     ! (U(  )=  )B[1=n]     ! 0:
Proposition 2.2. The homomorphism 1 :   ! n;B is an isomorphism over B[1=n],
and the inverse is given by 1 : n;B[1=n] !   .









8<:1 (j  l mod n)0 (j 6 l mod n):
Hence the result.
Applying Corollary 1.7 to (1) and (2), we obtain:
Corollary 2.3.(Kummer theory) Let R be a B[1=n]-algebra and S an unramied cyclic
extension of degree n. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) the cyclic extension S=R has a normal basis;
(b) there exists a 2 R such that S is isomorphic to R[U ]=(Un   a) and that  acts on
S by  = . Here  is the image of U in S = R[U ]=(Un   a).





k generates a normal basis of the cyclic extension S=R.
Example 2.4. Let R be a ring. The equivalent conditions (a) and (b) in 2.3 hold true
under the assumption: Pic(R) = H1(R;Gm;R) = 0.
Hereafter we recall the argument of [11], adding a remark on existence of a normal
basis. We assume now that n = p is a prime number.
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2.4. Put  =    1 and "k = (k   1)=(   1) for each k. In particular, we have "0 = 0
and "1 = 1. As is well known, "k is a unit of B = Z[] if k is prime to p. Moreover we
have
p 1"1"2    "p 1 = ( 1)p 1p:
Hence () is a prime ideal of B, and B=() is isomorphic to Fp.
Put now
	(X) =








which implies that 	(X) 2 B[X] and 	(X)  Xp  X mod .
Dene a homomorphism of group B-schemes
	 : G() = SpecB[X; 1
1 + X













Then we obtain a commutative diagram of group B-schemes with exact rows
0     ! Ker	     ! G() 	    ! G(p)     ! 0??y ??y() ??y(p)
0     ! n;B     ! Gm;B p    ! Gm;B     ! 0:
2.5. A homomorphism of group B-schemes
~ : U(  )B = SpecB[T0; T1; : : : ; Tp 1;
1














]! B[T0; T1; : : : ; Tp 1; 1

]:













































	0(lX + "l) = 	p l(X);
which implies that 	l(X) 2 B[X] for each l. It is readily seen that
p 1X
k=0
kl	k(X) = (1 + X)l
for 0  l < p.
Dene now a homomorphism of group B-schemes
~ : G() = SpecB[X; 1
1 + X













] (0  l < p):















] (0  l < p)
and
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respectively.







Moreover we have commutative diagrams of group B-schemes with exact rows
(3)
0     !       ! U(  )B     ! (U(  )=  )B     ! 0??y ??y~ ??y
0     ! Ker	     ! G() 	    ! G(p)     ! 0
and
(4)
0     ! Ker	     ! G() 	    ! G(p)     ! 0??y ??y~ ??y
0     !       ! U(  )B     ! (U(  )=  )B     ! 0:
Proposition 2.6. The homomorphism ~ :   ! Ker	 is an isomorphism, and the
inverse is given by ~ : Ker	!   .
Proof. For each l, we have
	l("j) =
8<:1 (j  l mod p)0 (j 6 l mod p):
Hence the result.
Applying Corollary 1.7 to (3) and (4), we obtain:
Corollary 2.7.(Kummer-Artin-Schreier theory) Let R be a B-algebra and S an unram-
ied cyclic extension of degree p. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) the cyclic extension S=R has a normal basis;
(b) there exists a 2 R with 1+pa 2 R such that S is isomorphic to R[X]=(	(X) a)
and that  acts on S by  = +1. Here  is the image of X in S = R[X]=(	(X) a).












p 1 generates a normal basis
of the cyclic extension S=R.
Remark 2.8. The implication (b))(a) is due to Childs [2]. We also refer to Ichimura
[6] and Kawamoto [7] concerning related topics.
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2.9. Reducing the diagrams (3) and (4) modulo , we obtain commutative diagrams of
group Fp-schemes with exact rows
(5)
0     !       ! U(  )Fp     ! (U(  )=  )Fp     ! 0??yo ??y~ ??y
0     ! Z=pZ     ! Ga;Fp F 1    ! Ga;Fp     ! 0
and
(6)
0     ! Z=pZ     ! Ga;Fp F 1    ! Ga;Fp     ! 0??yo ??y~ ??y
0     !       ! U(  )Fp     ! (U(  )=  )Fp     ! 0
since 	(X)  Xp  X mod . The homomorphism of group Fp-schemes
~ : U(  )Fp = SpecFp[T0; T1; : : : ; Tp 1;
1









Tk : Fp[X]! Fp[T0; T1; : : : ; Tp 1; 1

];
and the homomorphism of group Fp-schemes





Tl 7! 	l(X) = 1  (X   l)p 1 : Fp[T0; T1; : : : ; Tp 1; 1

]! Fp[X] (0  l < p):
Corollary 2.10.(Artin-Schreier theory) Let R be an Fp-algebra and S a cyclic un-
ramied extension of degree p. Then there exists a 2 R such that S is isomorphic to
R[T ]=(T p   T   a) and that  acts on S by  =  + 1. Here  is the image of T in
S = R[T ]=(T p   T   a). Moreover 	0() = 1   p 1 generates a normal basis of the
cyclic extension S=R.
Proof. As is known, we have H1(R;Ga;R) = 0. Hence it follows from Corollary 1.7(2)
that [S] 2 Ker[H1(R;  ) ! H1(R;U(  ))]. We obtain the last assertion, noting that
	0(X)  1  T p 1 mod .
Remark 2.11.(Artin-Schreier-Witt theory) Let   denote a cyclic group of order pn.
Serre [15, Ch.VI, 9] constructed a commutative diagram of group Fp-schemes with exact
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rows
(7)
0     !       ! U(  )Fp     ! (U(  )=  )Fp     ! 0??yo ??y~ ??y
0     ! Z=pnZ     ! Wn;Fp F 1    ! Wn;Fp     ! 0;
using the Artin-Hasse exponential series. We can construct also a commutative diagram
of group Fp-schemes with exact rows
(8)
0     ! Z=pnZ     ! Wn;Fp F 1    ! Wn;Fp     ! 0??yo ??y~ ??y
0     !       ! U(  )Fp     ! (U(  )=  )Fp     ! 0;
following the Serre. The diagram (7) and (8) coincide with the diagrams (5) and (6)
respectively when n = 1.
Let R be an Fp-algebra and S=R an unramied cyclic extension of degree pn. Then
the Artin-Schreier-Witt theory asserts that there exist morphisms SpecS !Wn;Fp and
SpecR!Wn;Fp such that the diagram
SpecS     ! Wn;Fp??y ??yF 1
SpecR     ! Wn;Fp
is cartesian. Moreover the cyclic extension S=R has a normal basis.
Remark 2.12.(Kummer-Artin-Schreier-Witt theory of degree p2) Let   denotes a cyclic
group of order p2. Put A = Z(p)[], where  denotes a primitive p2-th root of unity.
Then it was shown independently by Green-Matignon [3] and [13] that there exists an
exact sequence of group A-schemes
(#) 0  ! Ker	2  !W2 	2 ! V2  ! 0
such that
(1) the generic ber of (#) is isomorphic to the Kummer sequence
0  ! p2  ! (Gm)2 2 ! (Gm)2  ! 0:
Here


























(2) the special ber (#) is isomorphic to the Artin-Schreier-Witt sequence
0  ! Z=p2Z  !W2 F 1 ! W2  ! 0:
Furthermore it was shown by [12] that there exists a commutative diagram of group
A-schemes with exact rows
0     !       ! U(  )A     ! (U(  )=  )A     ! 0??yo ??y~ ??y
0     ! Ker	2     ! W2 	2    ! V2     ! 0:
3. Twisted Kummer theory
Throughout the section, n denotes an integer  3 and   stands for a cyclic group
of order n. We put  = e2i=n, ! =  +  1, B = Z[; 1=n] and A = Z[!; 1=n].
3.1. The A-algebra B is isomorphic to A[t]=(t2   !t + 1). Hence the functor R 7!
(R
A B) is represented by the group scheme (the Weil restriction of Gm;B to B=A)Y
B=A
Gm;B = SpecA[U; V;
1




U 7! U 
 U   V 
 V; V 7! U 
 V + V 
 U + !V 
 V ;
(b) the unit
U 7! 1; V 7! 0;
(c) the inverse
U 7! U + !V
U2 + !UV + V 2
; V 7!  V
U2 + !UV + V 2
:
Moreover, the canonical injectionR ! (R
AB) is represented by the homomorphism
of group schemes






Gm;B = SpecA[U; V;
1
U2 + !UV + V 2
];
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dened by
U 7! T; V 7! 0:
On the other hand, the norm map Nr : (R 
A B) ! R is represented by the homo-




Gm;B = SpecA[U; V;
1
U2 + !UV + V 2




T 7! U2 + !UV + V 2:
Put





UB=A = SpecA[U; V ]=(U2 + !UV + V 2   1)
with
(a) the multiplication
U 7! U 
 U   V 
 V; V 7! U 
 V + V 
 U + !V 
 V ;
(b) the unit
U 7! 1; V 7! 0;
(c) the inverse
U 7! U + !V; V 7!  V:
By the denition, we have an exact sequence of group A-schemes




Nr ! Gm;A  ! 0:




Gm;B = SpecA[U; V;
1
U2 + !UV + V 2
]! UB=A = SpecA[U; V ]=(U2+!UV+V 2 1)
is dened by
U 7! U
2   V 2
U2 + !UV + V 2
; V 7! 2UV + !V
2
U2 + !UV + V 2
:
We obtain an exact sequence of group A-schemes




 ! UB=A  ! 0:
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3.2. Assume that 1  l < n=2. The homomorphism
l : U(  )B = SpecB[T0; T1; : : : ; Tn 1;
1









induces a homomorphism of group A-schemes l : U(  )A !
Y
B=A
Gm;B . More precisely






Gm;B = SpecA[U; V;
1











    1 Tk :
A[U; V;
1
U2 + !UV + V 2




" : U(  ) = SpecZ[T0; T1; : : : ; Tn 1;
1











]! Z[T0; T1; : : : ; Tn 1; 1

]:
If n is even, then a homomorphism
 : U(  ) = SpecZ[T0; T1; : : : ; Tn 1;
1








( 1)kTk : Z[U; 1
U
]! Z[T0; T1; : : : ; Tn 1; 1

]:
3.3. Assume now that n is odd. Put r = (n  1)=2. Then the homomorphism
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is an isomorphism. In fact,












U21 + !U1V1 + V
2
1
; : : : ;
1














    1 Tk (1  l  r);












(0  l  r):









 1(U + V )n   (U +  1V )n
(U2 + !UV + V 2)(n 1)=2
; V 7! 1
    1
(U + V )n   (U +  1V )n
(U2 + !UV + V 2)(n 1)=2
:
Then  is an isogeny of degree n. Furthermore we obtain commutative diagrams of
group A-schemes with exact rows and columns
(9)
0 0??y ??y
Kern     ! Ker ??y ??y




Nr    ! Gm;A     ! 0??yn ??y k










Ker      ! Kern??y ??y




    ! UB=A     ! 0
k
??y ??yn




    ! UB=A     ! 0??y ??y
0 0 :
3.4. Dene now a homomorphism of group A-schemes  :
Y
B=A
Gm;B ! Gm;A AY
B=A
Grm;B by
U0 7! 1; Ul 7! 
 1(U + V )l   (U +  1V )l
 1    ; Vl 7!
(U + V )l   (U +  1V )l
    1 (1  l  r):
Put 1 = s   :
Y
B=A







 kl(U + V )k +
(n 1)=2X
k=1
kl(U +  1V )k
o
(0  l  r);
and 1 is a section of 1 : U(  ) !
Y
B=A
Gm;B . Moreover we have a commutative
diagrams of group A-schemes with exact rows
(11)
0     !       ! U(  )A     ! (U(  )=  )A     ! 0??y ??y1 ??y
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and
(12)







Gm;B     ! 0??y ??y1 ??y
0     !       ! U(  )A     ! (U(  )=  )A     ! 0:
Proposition 3.5. The homomorphism 1 :   ! Ker  is an isomorphism, and the
inverse is given by 1 : Ker  !   .
Proof. For each l, put







 kl(U + V )k +
(n 1)=2X
k=1





 1    ; vl =
l    l
    1 :
Then we have
El(uj ; vj) =
8<:1 (j  l mod n)0 (j 6 l mod n):
Hence the result.
Corollary 3.6.(twisted Kummer theory of odd degree) Let R be an A-algebra and S an
unramied cyclic extension of degree n. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) the cyclic extension S=R has a normal basis;
(b) there exist u; v 2 R with u2 + !uv + v2 = 1 such that
(1) S is isomorphic to
R[U; V ]=(
 1(U + V )n   (U +  1V )n
 1      u;
(U + V )n   (U +  1V )n
    1   v);
(2) 2 + ! + 2 = 1;
(3)  acts on S by (; ) = ( ; + !).
Here  and  are the images of U and V in S, respectively.













basis of the cyclic extension S=R.
Proof. We obtain a commutative diagram of group A-schemes with exact rows
(13)
0     !       ! U(  )A     ! (U(  )=  )A     ! 0??yo ??y ??y
0     ! Kern     ! UB=A n    ! UB=A     ! 0;
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combining the commutative diagrams with exact rows
0     !       ! U(  )A     ! (U(  )=  )A     ! 0??yo ??y1 ??y
















Gm;B     ! 0??yo ??y ??y
0     ! Kern     ! UB=A n    ! UB=A n    ! 0:
We obtain also a commutative diagram of group A-schemes with exact rows
(14)
0     ! Kern     ! UB=A n    ! UB=A     ! 0??yo ??y ??y
0     !       ! U(  )A     ! (U(  )=  )A     ! 0;
combining the commutative diagrams with exact rows
0     ! Kern     ! UB=A n    ! UB=A     ! 0??yo ??y1 ??y
















Gm;B     ! 0??yo ??y1 ??y
0     !       ! U(  )A     ! (U(  )=  )A     ! 0:
Applying Corollary 1.7 to (13) and (14), we obtain the assertion.
3.7. We complete now the statement of [16, Cor.3.12], after recalling an equivariant
compactication of the isogeny n : UB=A ! UB=A, constructed in [16, 2.7].
A rational map of A-schemes
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The inverse of  is given by
U 7! T
2
1   T 22
T 21 + !T1T2 + T
2
2
; V 7! 2T1T2 + !T
2
2




The rational map  is dened everywhere and an open immesrion.
Dene a rational map  : ProjA[T1; T2]! ProjA[T1; T2] by
(T1; T2) 7!
 1(T1 + T2)n   (T1 +  1T2)n
 1    ; 













Moreover,   acts on UB=A and on P1A by
 : U 7!  V; V 7! U + !V
and by
 : T1 7! T1   T2; T2 7! T1 + (1 + !)T2;
respectively. The commutative diagram (15) is   -equivariant.
Corollary 3.8. Let R be a local A-algebra and S an unramied cyclic extension of
degree n. Assume that one of the following conditions is satised:
(1) the unramied extension S 
R k=k is not trivial, where k denotes the residue eld
of R.
(2) 2 is invertible in R.
Then there exists c 2 R with c2 + !c+ 1 2 R such that S is isomorphic to
R[T ]=(
 1(T + )n   (T +  1)n
 1      c
(T + )n   (T +  1)n
    1 )
and that  acts on S by  =
   1
 + 1 + !
















generates a normal basis of the cyclic extension S=R.
Proof. The cyclic extension S=R has normal basis since R is a local ring. Then, by
Corollary 3.6, there exist u; v 2 R with u2 + !uv + v2 = 1 such that
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(1) S is isomorphic to
R[U; V ]=(
 1(U + V )n   (U +  1V )n
 1      u;
(U + V )n   (U +  1V )n
    1   v);
(2) 2 + ! + 2 = 1;
(3)  acts on S by (; ) = ( ; + !).
Here  and  denotes the images of U and V in S, respectively.
Let m denote the maximal ideal of R. Assume rst that v is invertible in R. Put
c = (1 + u)=v. Then we have
c2 + !c+ 1 =




c2 + !c+ 1
=
( 2 + 2u+ !)v2
!2   4 :
Furthermore  is invertible since v = f(+ )n  (+  1)ng=(   1) is invertible.
Let  denote the image of T in
R[T ]=(
 1(T + )n   (T +  1)n
 1      c
(T + )n   (T +  1)n
    1 ):
Then an isomorphism of R-algebras
' : R[T ]=(
 1(T + )n   (T +  1)n
 1      c
(T + )n   (T +  1)n
    1 )!
S = R[U; V ]=(
 1(U + V )n   (U +  1V )n
 1      u;
(U + V )n   (U +  1V )n
    1   v)
is dened by
 7! 1 + 

:
In fact, the inverse of ' is given by
 7! 
2   1
2 + ! + 1
;  7! 2 + !
2 + ! + 1
:
These imply the last two assertions.
Now assume that the unramied extension S 
R k=k is not trivial. Then v 62 m,
that is, v is invertible in R.
At last assume that 2 is invertible in R and v is not invertible in R. Then 1 u2 2 m.
If 1   u 2 m, then 1 + u 62 m. Putting c = v=(1 + u), we can proceed the argument
mentioned above. If 1 + u 62 m, then 1  u 2 m, and therefore we can replace (u; v) by
( u; v) since we have ( u; v) = (u; v)( 1; 0)n in UB=A(R).
Remark 3.9. We have 
1  1






  1(1 + )k + (1 +  1)k  (1 + )k + (1 +  1)k
(1 + )k   (1 +  1)k (1 + )k    1(1 +  1)k
!
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and
  1(1 + )k + (1 +  1)k














(1 + )k   (1 +  1)k














(1 + )k +  1(1 +  1)k

























for each k. Moreover we obtain a factorization
 1(T + )n   (T +  1)n
 1      c
(T + )n   (T +  1)n








3.10. Assume now that n is even, and put r = n=2  1. Then the homomorphism




is an isomorphism. In fact,















U21 + !U1V1 + V
2
1
; : : : ;
1


















    1 Tk (0 < l  r);




U0 + ( 1)lUn=2 +
n=2 1X
k=1











Gm;B = SpecA[U; V;
1
U2 + !UV + V 2
]
! UB=A A Gm;A = SpecA[U; V; T; 1
T




 1(U + V )n   (U +  1V )n
(U2 + !UV + V 2)n=2
; V 7! 1
    1
(U + V )n   (U +  1V )n
(U2 + !UV + V 2)n=2
;
T 7! U2 + !UV + V 2:




Kern     ! Ker ??y ??y




Nr    ! Gm;A     ! 0??yn ??y k
0     ! UB=A     ! UB=A A Gm;A pr    ! Gm;A     ! 0??y ??y
0 0 :
Moreover we have a commutative diagram of group A-schemes with exact rows
(17)
0     !       ! U(  )A     ! (U(  )=  )A     ! 0??y ??y1 ??y




    ! UB=A A Gm;A     ! 0:
Proposition 3.11. The homomorphism 1 :   ! Ker  is an isomorphism.
Proof. For each l, put







 kl(U + V )k +
n 1X
k=1
kl(U +  1V )k
o




 1    ; vl =
l    l
    1 :
Then we have
El(uj ; vj) =
8<:1 (j  l mod n)0 (j 6 l mod n):
Hence the result.
Applying Corollary 1.7 to (17), we obtain:
Corollary 3.12.(twisted Kummer theory of even degree) Let R be an A-algebra and S
an unramied cyclic extension of degree n. If the cyclic extension S=R has a normal









(U + V )n   (U +  1V )n
cn=2
 v);
and that  acts on S by (; ) = ( ; +!). Here  and  are the images of U and
V in S, respectively.
Remark 3.13. Let  :
Y
B=A
GB;A ! U(  )A be a homorphism of group A-schemes.
Then the composite   ia a power of Nr :
Y
B=A
GB;A ! Gm;A, and therefore we obtain
an inclusion Ker   Ker   . On the other hand, we have () =  1.
It follows that there does not exist a homorphism of
Y
B=A
GB;A to U(  )A which
induces an isomorphism of Ker  to   .




Gm;B ! UB=A A Gm;A.




Gm;B = SpecA[U; V;
1


















(R)! P2(R) is given by
(u; v) 7! (1 : u : v):
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(b) An open immersion
 : UB=A A Gm;A = SpecA[U; V ]=(U2 + !UV + V 2   1)A SpecA[T; 1
T
]












If R is a local A-algebra, then the map  : UB=A(R)Gm(R)! P1(R)P1(R) is given
by
((u; v); t) 7!  (1 + u : v); (t : 1):
(c) A rational map
P2A = ProjA[T0; T1; T2]! P1 A P1 = ProjA[U1; U2]A ProjA[V1; V2]
is dened by
U1 7! 
 1(T1 + T2)n=2   (T1 +  1T2)n=2
 1    ; U2 7!
(T1 + T2)n=2   (T1 +  1T2)n=2
    1 ;
V1 7! T 21 + !T1T2 + T 22 ; V2 7! T 20 :
If R is a local A-algebra, then the map  : P2(R)! P1(R) P1(R) is given by
(t0 : t1 : t2) 7! 
(
 1(t1 + t2)n=2   (t1 +  1t2)n=2
 1    :
(t1 + t2)n=2   (t1 +  1t2)n=2









The rational map  is dened outside of the locus (T0; T 21 + !T1T2 + T
2
2 )[ (T1; T2) and
nite of degree n.








UB=A A Gm;A     !

P1A A P1A:




 : U 7!  V; V 7! U + !V:
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Dene now an action of   on P2A by
T0 7! T0; T1 7!  T2; T2 7! T1 + !T2:
Then the commutative diagram (18) is   -equivariant.
Remark 3.15. LetK be a eld overA. The rational function eld of P2K = ProjK[T0; T1; T2]
is given by K(s; t) by the identication s = T0=T2 and t = T1=T2．On the other
hand, the rational function eld of P1K K P1K = ProjK[U1; U2] K ProjK[V1; V2] is
given by K(u; v) by the identication u = U1=U2 and v = V1=V2. The rational map
 : P2K ! P1K K P1K denes an embedding of elds K(u; v) ! K(s; t). The extension
K(s; t)=K(u; v) is cyclic of degree n. More precisely, we have
 1(t+ )n=2   (t+  1)n=2
 1      u
(t+ )n=2   (t+  1)n=2
    1 ; s
2 = v(t2 + !t+ 1);
and  acts on K(s; t) by
t 7!   1
t+ !
; s 7! s
t+ !
:








 k 1 + k 1  k +  k
k    k k+1    k 1
!
for each k. Put
k =
k    k















for each k. Moreover we obtain a factorization
 1(T + )n=2   (T +  1)n=2
 1     u
(T + )n=2   (T +  1)n=2
























By expansion we obtain a polynomial closely related to the generic polynomial for
cyclic extensions of degree n, discovered by Hashimoto-Rikuna [5], or to the Chebyshev


















4. Twisted Kummer-Artin-Schreier theory
Throughout the section, p denotes a prime number  3 and   stands for a cyclic
group of order p. We put  = e2i=p, ! = +  1,  =    1, B = Z[] and A = Z[!].
First we recall the twisted Kummer-Artin-Schreier thoery, estabilshed in [16, Sec-
tion 4].
4.1. A commutative group A-scheme GB=A is dened by
GB=A = SpecA[X;Y ]=(X2 + !XY + Y 2   Y )
with
(a) the multiplication
X 7! X 
 1 + 1
X   !X 
X   2X 
 Y   2Y 
X   !Y 
 Y;
Y 7! Y 
 1 + 1
 Y + (!2   2)Y 
 Y + !X 
 Y + !Y 
X + 2X 
X;
(b) the unit
X 7! 0; Y 7! 0;
(c) the inverse














 = (); ~B = A[]  B
and
~! = TrB=A  = () + ( 1); ~ = NrB=A  = ()( 1):
A commutative group A-scheme G ~B=A is dened by
G ~B=A = SpecA[X;Y ]=(X
2 + ~!XY + ~Y 2   Y )
with
(a) the multiplication
X 7! X 
 1 + 1
X   ~!X 
X   2~X 
 Y   2~Y 
X   ~!~Y 
 Y;
Y 7! Y 
 1 + 1
 Y + (~!2   2~)Y 
 Y + ~!X 
 Y + ~!Y 
X + 2X 
X;
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(b) the unit
X 7! 0; Y 7! 0;
(c) the inverse
X 7!  X   ~!Y; Y 7! Y:
We dene also a homomorphism of group A-schemes
	 : GB=A = SpecA[X;Y ]=(X2+!XY+Y 2 Y )! G ~B=A = SpecA[X;Y ]=(X2+~!XY+~Y 2 Y )
by
X 7! (X;Y ) = 1
2p
h
 ( 1)1 + (X + Y )	p + ~!  ()1  (X +  1Y )	pi;
Y 7! (X;Y ) = 1
2p
h
1 + (X + Y )
	p   2 + 1  (X +  1Y )	pi:
The homomorphism 	 is etale nite of degree p. The exact sequence of group A-schemes
0  ! Ker	  ! GB=A 	 ! G ~B=A  ! 0
is called the twisted Kummer-Artin-Schreier sequence.
4.2. We dene a homomorphism of group A-schemes
~ : U(  )A = SpecA[T0; T1; : : : ; Tp 1;
1

]! GB=A = SpecA[X;Y ]=(X2+!XY+Y 2 Y )
as the composite of the homomorphisms






Gm;B = SpecA[U; V;
1
















Gm;B = SpecA[U; V;
1
U2 + !UV + V 2
]! GB=A = SpecA[X;Y ]=(X2+!XY+Y 2 Y )
is dened by
X 7! UV
U2 + !UV + V 2
; Y 7! V
2
U2 + !UV + V 2
:































On the other hand, a homomorphism of group A-schemes
 : GB=A = SpecA[X;Y ]=(X2+!XY+Y 2 Y )! UB=A = SpecA[U; V ]=(U2+!UV+V 2 1)
is dened by
U 7! 1  !X   2Y; V 7! 2X + !Y;
and a homomorphism of group schemes
1 : UB=A = SpecA[U; V ]=(U2+!UV +V 2 1)! U(  )A = SpecA[T0; T1; : : : ; Tp 1; 1

]
is dened over A[1=p] by






 kl(U + V )k +
(p 1)=2X
k=1
kl(U +  1V )k
o
(0  l < p):















1  (X +  1Y )	 ki:










k 1(X + Y )k 1 +
p 1
p
(X + Y )p 1
on












( )k 1(X +  1Y )k 1 + 
p 1
p
(X +  1Y )p 1
on




It follows that ~El(X;Y ) 2 A[X;Y ]=(X2 + !XY + Y 2   Y ) for each l. Hence a homo-
morphism of group A-schemes




Tl 7! ~El(X;Y ) (0  l < p):
Moreover we have a commutative diagrams of group A-schemes with exact rows
(19)
0     !       ! U(  )A     ! (U(  )=  )A     ! 0??y ??y~ ??y
0     ! Ker	     ! GB=A 	    ! G ~B=A     ! 0
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and
(20)
0     ! Ker	     ! GB=A 	    ! G ~B=A     ! 0??y ??y~ ??y
0     !       ! U(  )A     ! (U(  )=  )A     ! 0:
Proposition 4.3. The homomorphism ~ :   ! Ker	 is an isomorphism, and the
inverse is given by p+12  ~ : Ker	!   .
Proof. For each l, put













8<:1 (j  l mod p)0 (j 6 l mod p);
noting that














Applying Corollary 1.7 to (19) and (20), we obtain:
Corollary 4.4.(twisted Kummer-Artin-Schreier theory) Let R be an A-algebra and S
an unramied cyclic extension of degree p. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) the cyclic extension S=R has a normal basis;
(b) there exist a; b 2 R with a2 + ~!ab+ ~b2 = b such that
(1) S is isomorphic to
R[X;Y ]=((X;Y )  a;(X;Y )  b);
(2) 2 + ! + 2;
(3)  acts on S by (; ) = (   !; 1 + !+ (!2   1)).













generates a normal basis of the cyclic extension S=R.
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